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sources like NOS, GeenStijl, and VPRO Zondag met Lubach. On 4chan/pol/, however, they are 
far more extreme and potentially harmful. The most-posted channel is SouthFront, dedicated to 
videos on the Syrian civil war. Below that is Stefan Molyneux, a popular Canadian YouTuber 
who promotes “scientific racism” and white supremacist views. Further down the list are 
(hyper)partisan news channels like Fox News as well as the Russian RT and Ruptly. Other far-
right YouTubers and channels also appear, like Paul Joseph Watson and Rebel Media, as well as 
some left-leaning channels like The Young Turks and VICE. Together, the channels referred to 
by Dutch posters are thus of a hyperpartisan, sometimes far-right makeup. As such, YouTube 
videos on Dutch subreddits seem to align with consumption of “established” and “traditional” 
news media outlets, while those on 4chan/pol/ show a highly hyperpartisan and polarised 
landscape. 
 

Conclusions 

Despite the frequent characterisation of Reddit and 4chan as “alternative” zones on the Web, the 
results presented in this text generally do not reveal a large share of alternative news networks 
spreading disinformation within the platforms, at least in a Dutch context. Despite a few 
instances of pro-Russian websites like Novini and one suspicious Reddit account, coordinated 
campaigns of malicious users posting links to disinformation seem largely absent. Dubious 
content can certainly be discerned but compared to overall activity (as shown in section two) it 
should be considered fairly marginal within the spaces we scrutinised. Reddit seems especially 
resilient against the circulation of junk news. In turn, the characterisation as actors within 4chan 
and parts of Reddit as influential “agenda setters” should therefore likely be taken with a grain of 
salt. 
 

 
Figure 20. The top 1008 most-posted YouTube videos in Dutch subreddits. Black labels denote deleted 
videos/channels. Ranked left to right, top to bottom. Data source: 4CAT, Pushshift, and YouTube API. 
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Figure 21. The top 1008 most-posted YouTube videos in Dutch subreddits, with video categories as an overlay. 
Black labels denote deleted videos/channels. Ranked left to right, top to bottom. Data source: 4CAT, Pushshift, 
and YouTube API. Image wall.  
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Figure 22. The top 1008 most-posted YouTube videos in 4chan/pol/in posts with a Dutch country flag. Black 
labels denote deleted videos/channels. Ranked left to right, top to bottom. Data source: 4CAT and YouTube 
API. Image wall. 
 
 

 
Figure 23. The top 1008 most-posted YouTube videos in 4chan/pol/in posts with a Dutch country flag, with 
video categories as an overlay. Ranked left to right, top to bottom. Black labels denote deleted videos/channels. 
Data source: 4CAT and YouTube API. Image wall.  
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4chan/pol/ - top 25 most-occurring 
channels 

 

Reddit - top 25 most-occurring channels 

channel count channel count channel count channel count 

South Front 191 
FOX 10 
Phoenix 49 AFC Ajax 476 AT5 38 

Stefan 
Molyneux 177 sanderson1611 46 VitesseTV 269 FvD Meems 37 

Fox News 156 PewDiePie 41 
Forum 

Democratie 143 De Speld 36 

RT 155 
Paul Joseph 

Watson 39 
Omroep 
PowNed 107 Football-Oranje 32 

The White 
House 136 

Acts17Apologe
tics 38 

Politie 
#PRO247 95 LISSAUER 31 

Ruptly 125 Rebel Media 37 
BRAXATOR

ES 82 vpro.nl 30 
Right Side 

Broadcasting 
Network 112 VICE 37 

VPRO Zondag 
met Lubach 69 De Telegraaf 30 

Omroep 
PowNed 108 Fullwhiskey 36 GeenStijl 67 NOS op 3 30 

U.S. 
Department of 

State 76 VICE News 34 
Cafe 

Weltschmerz 51 Hoop Stront 29 

CNN 68 ABC News 34 NOS 51 PVVpers 28 
Forum 

Democratie 67 DeroVolk 33 WNL 48 RTL Z 27 

Fox Business 65 corbettreport 31 Xbox 47 
Politie Den 

Haag 24 
The Young 

Turks 56  TopNotch 43  
 
Table 3. The most-occuring YouTube channels from all YouTube links posted in the Dutch Reddit and 
4chan/pol/ samples. Data source: 4CAT, Puhshift, and YouTube API. Timeframe: from 01-Dec-2015 to 01-
Jun-2016. 
 
What can be observed, however, are the types of junk news that can be characterised as 
hyperpartisan, especially on 4chan/pol/. This appeared mostly through links to popular 
tendentious and hyperpartisan blogs like The Post Online and De Dagelijkse Standaard, but also the 
more clearly “fake” (in the sense of conspiratorial) NineForNews. This right-wing bias is expected 
for 4chan/pol/ due to its infamy as a far-right hub; for Reddit it is more notable because we 
took a politically diverse range of URLs and subreddits as a starting point. While labelling these 
websites as “fake” is problematic, they do indicate a non-negligible presence of polarising 
content. Indeed, section four showed that the most-engaged-with articles from these websites 
often concern topics like migration and Islam, instead of other geopolitical events like Russian 
interference. 
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Nonetheless, mainstream sources such as NOS.nl remain popular linked-to domains on both 
Reddit and 4chan/pol/. This is somewhat counterintuitive since it has been argued the “fringe” 
characterisation of these pseudonymous and anonymous spaces implies their users find 
knowledge in different epistemological drawers. Despite these assumptions, the prevalence of 
mainstream sources shows they have at least some authority within these online spaces. It is 
important to note, however, that we have not considered how these mainstream websites are 
discussed. Likely, domains like NOS.nl are considered on Reddit as a trustworthy source, while 
on 4chan/pol/ it might be referenced purely to ridicule it or to portray it as “fake news” itself - 
as is discussed elsewhere in this volume. 
 
One should furthermore not be blinded by exclusively considering websites devoted to reporting 
on current affairs as the sole source of news, as YouTube emerged as a particularly big “new” 
player in relation to news consumption and circulation, especially on 4chan/pol/. On Reddit, 
“News & Politics” videos on YouTube are estimated to form the second-largest source, while on 
4chan/pol/, they are estimated to strongly outperform any other news source. From a brief 
exploration of the YouTube channels posted on both platforms, it seems Dutch Reddit is largely 
linking to fairly established sources, like PowNed, Zondag met Lubach, and NOS, while on 
4chan/pol/, alternative, hyperpartisan, and problematic information channels emerged, like Mike 
Cernovich and RT. As such, non-Dutch YouTube content might have a “radicalising” role on 
Dutch users within certain Internet forums. 
 
Since this report concerns the news sources linked to by actors on Reddit and 4chan, it does not 
shed light on the grassroots production of alternative news or conspiracies within these spaces. As 
Tuters et al. (2018) show in relation to the Pizzagate conspiracy, the wildest theories can be 
cooked-up in these spaces through a short burst of a “butterfly effect” of “bullshit”, 
unobservable when merely considering the prominence of URLs. A more holistic approach, also 
taking into account text and images, could thus aid in further contextualising the current “fake 
news” debate. Instead of identifying isolated issues of “fake news”, such broader approaches 
could tackle the interwoven problematics surrounding the circulation of “junk news” (Venturini 
2019) and “network propaganda” (Benkler et al. 2018), from the conspiracist mindset of 
“virality-oriented subcultures” to the prevalence of polarising hyperpartisan content. 
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Appendices 

Appendix I: Compiled list of Dutch Subreddits 

 

ADODenHaag,AjaxAmsterdam,Alkmaar,Aluhoedjes,Amersfoort,Amster
dam,AmsterdamEnts,Appiememes,Arnhem,Aruba,Assen,avd,AZAlkmaar
,Bassie_en_Adriaan,BeermoneyNL,BeNeLux,Bier,Binnenhof,Bitcoin
NL,Boeken,Bonaire,BuurmanEnBuurman,CariceVanHouten,CelebsNL,C
irkeltrek,CreatieveKoppen,Curacao,de_thierry,de_thierry,DeCor
respondent,DeGraafschap,Delain,Delft,Depressie,DeSpeldOfNietD
eSpeld,DeStaat,DeStagiair,DeTandenborstel,DirkJan,Dordrecht,D
oucheGedachten,DoutzenKroes,Drenthe,Duindorp,Dumoulin,Dunglis
h,dutch,Dutch,DutchBoardgames,DutchComedy,DutchDesign,DutchEn
ts,DutchFIRE,DutchHipHop,DutchHouse,DutchKeto,DutchMusic,Dutc
hPoetry,DutchProblems,DutchSkincare,DutchTech,Eindhoven,Elfst
edentocht,Enschede,Epica,Eredivisie,Ethtradernl,FCGroningen,F
CTwente,FCUtrecht,Feyenoord,Formule1,Forum_Democratie,FreeDut
ch,Frisia,Frysk,GekkeJongens,Geldzaken,Geschiedenis,Gezellig,
Glitterplaatjes,groenlinks,Groningen,Haarlem,HanzeMemes,Heilz
ameMeems,Hulpdiensten,ik_ihe,JuridischAdvies,Kamerstukken,Kat
holiekeNederlanden,Kibbeling,KNVB,Koffie,Kut_Doen_Op_Tinder,K
utleven,Kutreclames,LearnDutch,LeCutInsideMan,Leiden,Leraren,
LimburgMan,Lowlands,Maastricht,MamaAppelsap,Marktplaats,MaxV,
Medejongeren,meerderheidnederland,Metal_NL,Motorfietsen,NACBr
eda,NEC,Nedercringe,Nederporn,NepParlement,netherlands,Nether
landsPics,NietDeSpeld,Nijmegen,NLvsFI,Nuenen,NuJijInActie,oek
raineukraine,ossem,otonde,Papgrappen,ParadoxPlaats,PECZwolle,
PodcastNed,PokemonGoNL,Poldersocialisme,Politiek,Politiekmeme
s,PSV,RijmenDichten,RMTK,RodaJC,RomeeStrijd,Rotterdam,Saba,SC
Cambuur,SCHeerenveen,ScoutsNL,SportNL,Spyker,StefanieJoosten,
Strips,Stroopwafels,StudyInTheNetherlands,SXM,SylvieMeis,Tene
nkrommend,The_Klaver,The_Wilders,TheHague,theNetherlands,theN
etherlandsFree,theNetherlandsNature,Tiesto,tokkiefeesboek,tok
kiefeesboek,TokkieFeesboek,Top2000,TUDelft,TuurlijkIsDatEenDi
ng,Twente,Utrecht,VeganNL,Veluwe,VitesseArnhem,Voetbalnieuws,
VraagDerNederlanden,VraagHetAanTonyQuark,Wetenschap,WIDM,With
inTemptation,XboxNederland,Zitkamer,ZonderContext,Zwolle 

 
Table 4. Compiled list of Dutch subreddits. 
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Appendix II: Expert List of Dutch Junk News Domains 

name domain_name category 
Opiniez opiniez.com hyperpartisan 
Stop de Bankiers, stopdebankiers.com hyperpartisan 
t Pallieterke pallieterke.net hyperpartisan 
E.J. Bron ejbron.wordpress.com hyperpartisan 
Dagelijkse Standaard, dagelijksestandaard.nl hyperpartisan 
Climategate climategate.nl hyperpartisan 
De Staat van het klimaat destaatvanhet-klimaat.nl hyperpartisan 
JDreport.com jdreport.com hyperpartisan 
tpook.nl tpook.nl clickbait 
Nine for news ninefornews.nl conspiracy 
Daily Paper dailypaper.org hyperpartisan 
Parra parra.nu clickbait 
Viraaltjes viraaltjes.nl clickbait 
about media aboutmedia.nl clickbait 
Martin Vrijland martinvrijland.nl conspiracy 
The Loyalist loyalist.nl conspiracy 
desportgek desportgek.nl clickbait 
Even Delen evendelen.net clickbait 
nietbarkie.nl nietbarkie.nl clickbait 
hardewaarheid.nl hardewaarheid.nl clickbait 

The Post Online tpo.nl 
tendentious-
hyperpartisan 

Saltmines.nl saltmines.nl hyperpartisan 
eunmask.wordpress.com eunmask.wordpress.com hyperpartisan 
novini.nl novini.nl hyperpartisan 
niburu.nl niburu.nl conspiracy 
React nieuws reactnieuws.net hyperpartisan 
DMLplus dlmplus.nl conspiracy 
martinvrijland.nl martinvrijland.nl conspiracy 
world unity worldunity.me conspiracy 
cultuur onder vuur cultuurondervuur.nu hyperpartisan 
volks nieuws uit Amsterdam noir volksnieuwsuitamsterdamnoir.com conspiracy 
stop pas familie drama stoppasfamiliedrama.blogspot.com conspiracy 
Obed Brinkman obedbrinkman.noblogs.org hyperpartisan 
veren of lood verenoflood.nu hyperpartisan 
De fouten van Rutte defoutenvanvvdrutte.nl hyperpartisan 
Finding voices finding-voices.blogspot.com conspiracy 
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ik was haren ikwasinharen.nl hyperpartisan 
Piet Kei pietkei.nl conspiracy 
bewiseman bewiseman.nl hyperpartisan 
Alternatieve Media Nederland alternatievemedianederland.com hyperpartisan 
Apokalypsnu apokalypsnu.nl conspiracy 
Don Quijotte donquijotte.wordpress.com conspiracy 
Drimble drimble.nl hyperpartisan 
Fenixx fenixx.org hyperpartisan 
Hector Reban hectorreban.wordpress.com hyperpartisan 
Herstelde Republiek herstelderepubliek.wordpress.com hyperpartisan 
Kremlin Troll kremlintroll.nl hyperpartisan 
Magilando magilando.wordpress.com conspiracy 
Niburu niburu.co conspiracy 
Absolute Duality nl.absoluteduality.com conspiracy 
Stan van Houcke stanvanhoucke.blogspot.com hyperpartisan 
Stelling stelling.nl conspiracy 
Tref tref.eu hyperpartisan 
Want to know wanttoknow.nl conspiracy 
Xandernieuws xandernieuws.punt.nl hyperpartisan 
APost apost.com clickbait 
Best Gezond bestgezond.nl clickbait 
Bewust Nieuws bewustnieuws.nl conspiracy 
Blik Op NOSjournaal blikopnosjournaal.blogspot.nl hyperpartisan 
Bovendien bovendien.com conspiracy 
Brekend Nieuws brekendnieuws.nl conspiracy 
Dagelijks.nu dagelijks.nu clickbait 
Dagelijkse Krant dagelijksekrant.nl clickbait 
De Stille Waarheid destillewaarheid.nl hyperpartisan 
Earth Matters earth-matters.nl conspiracy 
Ella’ster ellaster.nl conspiracy 
Health Bytes healthbytes.me conspiracy 
Healthwatch 
gezondheidswaakhond healthwatch.nu conspiracy 
Leeshetnu leeshetnu.nl clickbait 
Lekkerwonen lekkerwonen.org clickbait 
LikeMag likemag.com clickbait 
Lijstverse lijstverse.nl clickbait 
Live kijken livekijken.nl clickbait 
Nieuwsdump nieuws-dump.nl clickbait 
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Not100 not100.nl clickbait 
Ongelooflijke Verhalen smullen-maar.nl clickbait 
Prankster prankster.nl clickbait 
Revolutionair Online revolutionaironline.com hyperpartisan 
Snuggerd snuggerd.nl clickbait 
Time 2 Wake Up time2wakeup.me hyperpartisan 
Tips & Weetjes tipsenweetjes.nl clickbait 
Tis Wat tis-wat.nl clickbait 
TrendBuzz trendbuzz.nl clickbait 
Trendnieuws trendnieuws.nl clickbait 
Trendnova trendnova.nl clickbait 
United-Lightworkers united-lightworkers.be conspiracy 
Vaccinatieraad vaccinatieraad.nl conspiracy 
Viraalpunt viraalpunt.nl clickbait 
Viral Mundo viralmundo.nl clickbait 
Viraaltje Viraaltje.nl clickbait 
Vrouwen Dingen vrouwendingen.com clickbait 
Vrijspreker vrijspreker.nl hyperpartisan 

The Post Online - Politiek politiek.tpo.nl 
tendentious-
hyperpartisan 

Erkenbrand erkenbrand.eu hyperpartisan 
Das Kapital daskapital.nl hyperpartisan 
Glop glop.nl hyperpartisan 
 
Table 5. Junk news categorisation (expert list). Edited and enhanced list originating from Hoax-Wijzer. 
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Appendix III: Metrics on domains shared on Reddit and 4chan/pol/ 

Reddit 
01-12-2015 to 01-06-
2019 OPs 

 

Category Count Percentage 

 Positive Negative Percentage Mainstream 5255 89.9% 

News 5959 27594 21.64% Other 580 9.7% 

Dutch news 5557 402 93.3% Hyperpartisan 24 0.4% 
Dutch junk 
news 24 5935 0.4% Disinformation 0 0% 

     Clickbait 0 0% 

     Conspiracy 0 0% 
Table 6. Metrics for the proportions of news, Dutch news, Dutch junk news, and categories in posts on Dutch 
language Subreddits, 01-12-2015 to 01-06-2016. 
 
Reddit 
01-12-2015 to 01-06-
2019 OPs 

 

Category Count Percentage 

 Positive Negative Percentage Mainstream 10399 71.5% 

News 14541 87301 16.6% Other 1414 9.5% 

Dutch news 3403 11138 23.41% Hyperpartisan 2091 14.4% 
Dutch junk 
news 2809 11732 19.3% Disinformation 241 1.7% 

     Clickbait 45 0.3% 

     Conspiracy 351 2.4% 
 
Table 7. Metrics for the proportions of news, Dutch news, Dutch junk news, and categories in posts on 
4chan/pol/ with a country flag from the Netherlands, 01-12-2015 to 01-06-2016. 
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Appendix IV: Most-posted URLs from posts containing links to RT.com and Sputnik on 
4chan/pol/ 

Title URL Amount of 
appearances 

Stabbing death of 15yo schoolboy by 
‘Arab migrant’ classmate in Sweden 
sparks outrage 

https://www.rt.com/news/32924
3-sweden-migrant-stabbed-
teenager/  

9 

Sweden: Rape Capital of the West 

 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.or
g/5195/sweden-rape  

9 

Sweden charges 5 teenage refugees with 
beating, gang-raping boy for over an 
hour 

 

https://www.rt.com/news/36941
5-sweden-refugees-rape-afgan-
boy/  

9 

Belgian prosecutor’s office denies 
terrorist track in murder of guard at 
nuclear center 

 

https://www.rt.com/news/33727
6-belgium-nuclear-guard-killed/  

8 

Sex Slave Found Chained in Basement 
of Immigrant Cafe in Sweden 

http://speisa.com/modules/article
s/index.php/item.3584/sex-slave-
found-chained-in-basement-of-
immigrant-cafe-in-sweden.html 
(now offline) 

8 

 
Table 8. Most occuring URLs from posts containing links to RT.com and Sputnik by posts with a Dutch 
country flag on 4chan/pol/. Derived with 4CAT. 
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Fake News and the Dutch YouTube Political Debate Space 
 

Marc Tuters 
 
Introduction: YouTube as radicalising platform 
On 1 February 2019, De Volkskrant and De Correspondent published a much anticipated report on 
YouTube as a radicalization platform: “Leidt het algoritme van YouTube je naar extreme 
content?” (Translated: Does the YouTube algorithm lead you to extreme content?) (Bahare et. al. 
2019). Drawing on data analysis produced by some of the same authors of this current report, it 
sought to investigate the extent to which YouTube functioned as an engine for online 
“radicalization” (Tufekci 2018; Holt 2017). As these and other reports claimed, YouTube 
appears to be playing a significant role in the development of a new antagonistic culture of 
debate, in which an “alternative influence network” is said to have the capacity to shape public 
opinion, especially amongst a demographic of young and politically rightward leaning men 
(Lewis 2018). Amongst the figures who have risen to prominence through this YouTube debate 
culture, is for example the now internationally well-known, Canadian academic psychologist 
Jordan Peterson. Peterson is often viewed as a conservative political figure, even as a member of 
the so-called “alt-right” (Lynskey 2018). This latter term, which stands for “alternative right”, 
gained popularity in the aftermath of the 2016 US election as a means of describing a seemingly 
new breed of conservative online activism that brought together a diverse array of actors united 
against the perceived hegemony of “politically correct” liberal values, often through a jokey and 
transgressive style (Hawley 2017; Heikkilä 2017; Nagle 2017). Whilst Peterson has refuted an 
association with the alt-right, in consulting how the YouTube algorithm itself categorizes 
Peterson it would appear that the platforms nevertheless still views him in this light. How exactly 
this categorization works is inscrutable to all but the owners of the platform. And while it should 
not be taken as definitive proof of what a given channel is about, we can nevertheless assume 
that YouTube’s categorization does reflect some essential aspect of its bottom line, which is to 
keep the most people watching for the longest time possible.  
 
The present research report uses the same platform-centric categorization method as introduced 
above, applying it to studying the space of Dutch parliamentary political debate on YouTube. 
While initially motivated by the question of how this space engages with the issue of “fake 
news”, the report however moves away from defining fake news as disinformation (which is to 
say the deliberate manipulation of facts) towards conceiving of it in terms of a form of 
“hyperpartisan” information as produced by “openly ideological web operations” (Herrman 
2016). This latter conception of fake news is furthermore also resonant with the redefinition of 
the term as it has begun to be appropriated by politicians around the world in order to describe 
news organizations whose coverage they find “disagreeable” (Wardle and Derakshan 2017, 16) 
— notably by Donald Trump who often refers to “establishment” media outlets such as CNN 
and the New York Times as fake news (Weisman 2018). In the European context, where laws such 
as the German Netz DG have been passed at the national level rendering platforms responsible 
for policing this problem, such critics have framed the attempt at regulating fake news as a 
“blueprint” for state censorship (Wardle and Derakshan, 2017: 71). In spite of these 
controversies, the bewildering issue of fake news, entangled as it is together with broader 
changes in political and media spheres at a variety of levels, remains relatively understudied 
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outside of the American context — the latter which is in many ways quite unique for a variety of 
factors (Benkler et al., 2018: 381-387).  
 
Whilst the precise mechanisms of YouTube’s algorithms are unknown, what is clear is that they 
are designed to optimize “engagement,” defined in terms of “views” as well as the number of 
“comments”, “likes”, and so forth (Covington et al., 2016). In recent years, YouTube’s algorithm 
has been critiqued as creating a so-called “rabbit-hole effect” (Holt, 2017), whereby the 
platform’s algorithms, as mentioned above, have been accused of recommending ever more 
extreme content, in an effort to keep viewers engaged. It has thus been argued that this particular 
environment has helped to draw audience from the mainstream towards the fringe. Along these 
lines, it has indeed been argued that, on YouTube, “far-right ideologies such as ethnonationalism 
and anti-globalism seem to be spreading into subcultural spaces in which they were previously 
absent” (Marwick and Lewis, 2017: 45). Academic researchers exploring this phenomenon have, 
for instance, found that YouTube’s “recommendation algorithm” has a history of suggesting 
videos promoting bizarre conspiracy theories to channels with little or no political content 
(Kaiser and Rauchfleisch, 2018). Beyond this current “radicalization” thesis, for some years new 
media scholars have observed that YouTube appears to multiply extreme perspectives rather 
than facilitating an exchange or dialogue between them — as for instance observed in an earlier 
audience reception study of polemical documentary produced by the Dutch parliamentarian 
Geert Wilders and published to YouTube (van Zoonen et al., 2011). 
 
We may perhaps want to consider the growth of a new combative and conspiratorial culture of 
debate on YouTube, as documented by these more recent YouTube studies, in the context of 
broader global political shifts that have been picking up pace in the latter part of the 2010s, the 
latter which may be referred to under the umbrella term of “national populism” (Eatwell and 
Goodwin, 2018). Referred to as “thin ideology” (Mudde and Kaltwasser 2017), populism is 
characterized by a suspicion of the “elite” as well as a purist notion of the “general will” of the 
true people, the latter which is not necessarily equivalent to the democratic electorate (Muller, 
2016). Recent new media scholarship has convincingly demonstrated how such populist anti-elite 
sentiment translated readily into an embrace of alternative news media, particularly in the US 
context in which the rise of an “alternative partisan news system” is said to have played a crucial 
role in the last presidential election (Benkler et al., 2018). While there exists right and left variants 
of the concept, right-wing populists tend to have an advantage in speaking to nationalist issues 
(Goodwin and Eatwell, 2018). In the analysis of political scientists Matthew Goodwin and Roger 
Eatwell, national populism can be characterized by four factors, that they call the “four D’s”. 
These are a distrust in the liberal “establishment”, the destruction of long-held communal identity 
owing to forces of globalization, the relative deprivation as “neoliberal” economics leads to a rise 
in inequality and finally the political de-alignment from traditional political parties. Whatever the 
political valence of national populism going forward, Goodwin and Eatwell conclude that these 
four factors are destined to have “a powerful effect on the politics of many Western countries 
for many years to come” (Goodwin and Eatwell, 2018). 
 
Fakeness and hyperpartisanship 
Thus far the problem of fake news has primarily been studied in the context of Anglo-American 
national populism, specifically the political communication surrounding the Brexit referendum 
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and the insurgent Trump campaign and subsequent presidency. Furthermore, most current 
studies of fake news have tended to focus on the US context, where institutional trust levels in 
media and in the government are said to be at an all-time low (Edelman, 2018) and political 
polarization stands at an all-time high (boyd, 2017). In that context, it has been noted that the 
standard designation of “fakeness”, as a diagnosis to be remedied by “fact-checking”, fails to 
acknowledge a much more profound epistemological problem. As has long been argued in the 
literature on the sociology of scientific knowledge, “facts” are better understood as products of 
negotiated settlements amongst domain experts (Latour and Woolgar, 1976). The atmosphere of 
general suspicion towards expertise that underpins the rise of national populism thus poses a 
fundamental epistemological problem. This same general atmosphere of suspicion furthermore 
works to undermine trust in professional media institutions as the arbiters of facts. It is argued 
that this particular context plays into an innate psychological tendency to seek out bias-
confirming information.47 
 
A leading scholar in the field recently posed the dilemma thusly: in the US, somewhere between 
“25 and 30 percent of Americans willingly and intentionally pay attention to media outlets that 
consistently tell that audience what it wants to hear, and what that audience wants to hear is often 
untrue” (Benkler et al., 2018: 367, emphasis added).  In the aforementioned context, such scholars 
furthermore suggest that technocratic solutions designed to regulate and censor this fake news 
would be “neither feasible nor normatively attractive as they would certainly generate heated 
protest from a large spectrum of the populace” (367). Even in less politically polarized contexts 
the problem of regulation is extremely challenging. It is not isolated cases of fake news that are at 
issue but the larger problem of what these scholars refer to as “network propaganda”, which 
constructs “materially misleading” narratives from a tissue of facts (102). Because it is extremely 
difficult to establish “ground truth”, reliable technological solutions to the problem of fake news 
are thus unlikely at present (377). 
 
In light of the former diagnosis, the empirical study below reframes the issue of “fake news” in 
the Dutch-language YouTube space by profiling the emergence of a network of channels 
engaged in political debate and commentary. It conceptualises elements of this network as 
hyperpartisan, in the sense that they are “openly ideological web operations” (Hermann, 2016). 
Whilst marginal in comparison to mainstream Dutch news organizations these channels 
nevertheless appear highly engaging, at least from the perspective of the YouTube algorithm. As 
alternative news organizations almost all of these channels are unique to YouTube, making them 
“natively digital objects” (Rogers, 2013: 1). The empirical research that follows is thus concerned 

                                                
47 Indeed from the social psychology perspective, “fake news” would arguably represent a more “natural” human 
preference than “facts”, insofar as the former more readily provides support that conforms to the “moral 
foundations theory” of human values (see: Haidt 2012).  
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with understanding how these channels work, what their issues are, how they “do” Dutch 
national politics, and how they differ from the mainstream. 

Figure 1. Related channels on YouTube. Table where the top row displays the name of each Dutch political party 
and the columns below each of these are the media organizations associated with each party’s YouTube channel. 
29 March 2019.48 
 
YouTube’s “related channels” and Dutch political space 
Following the “digital methods” approach (Rogers 2013), the discussion that proceeds here can 
be considered as an endeavour to “repurpose” YouTube as a research device by thinking along 
those lines that the platform makes available the public. In particular the approach uses 
YouTube’s “related channel” algorithm as the basis for an analytical method that takes a set of 
Dutch alternative news channels as its primary site of study. As a forewarning, it is important to 
recognize the contrived or “artificial conditions” with which the medium frames the object 
(Rieder et al., 2016: 3). These conditions effectively make it impossible for the digital methods 
researcher to identify where the medium ends and where in turn the social begins. Though we do 
have a sense of how some of YouTube algorithms work from both the official corporate 
statement (Press, 2019), as well as from attempts by scholars to “reverse engineer” or 
“teardown” the platform (Bessi et al., 2016), the precise functioning is unknown and in any case 
likely to change, thus frustrating the exact reproducibility of any of our findings. At any time, 
YouTube may furthermore suddenly and unaccountably change its algorithms, which are in any 
case invisible to all but certain engineers at YouTube. Needless to say, the capriciousness of platforms 
renders the effective control of variables practically impossible. Whist the latter is axiomatic to 
digital methods it should also be recognized as an inherent limitation of the methods as well. For 

                                                
48 Note that the Dutch labour party visualized on the far right of the graph did not return any related channels.  
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these reasons the present report is thus best approached as “snapshots” of a milieu that is 
constantly in flux. 
 
The empirical research focuses primarily on repurposing YouTube’s “related channels” for the 
purpose of analysis of the Dutch political space. In order to delineate what we are here calling 
the Dutch “political debate space” in YouTube, we started from the channels corresponding to 
the Dutch political parties.  Since all 13 Dutch national political parties currently in the 
parliament have a YouTube presence, we used these channels as a “seed list”, or set of starting 
points, for the subsequent research. Starting then from this seed list the first technique compares 
all of the channels that YouTube classified as related to those of the Dutch political parties. This 
particular approach to categorization in all likelihood involved no human oversight; rather, it 
should be understood as an artefact of how the algorithm “values” the object, in relation to the 
aforementioned “engagement” metrics. Following the digital methods approach, the analytical 
gambit here is that the channels that YouTube’s suggests may be treated as a measure of how the 
platform views those parties.49 
 
The most unusual finding is that the algorithm relates one particular channel to almost all parties 
across the political spectrum: Forum voor Democratie (FvD). As a new “Eurosceptic” party 
with a younger demographic than the established nationalist populist Partij Voor de Vrijheid 
(PVV), FvD and its agenda seem to dominate discussion in political debate in a network of 
“alternative” channels discussed below, several of which YouTube relates to the parties, most 
notably “TheLvkrijger”. Before going on to discuss these alternative news channels in detail, the 
next most striking finding here is how the algorithm seems to organize the political spectrum in 
relation to different “establishment” news organizations. One cluster of parties is associated with 
CNN, ABC, NOS50 and another around De Telegraaf, media organizations that may be considered 
as relative liberal and conservative/populist, respectively. While it is not necessarily easy to 
arrange the Dutch political parties on a left-right axis — as many smaller parties are more issue-
based — it is worthy to note how the algorithm groups the new Groen Links and Denk parties 
with center-right and right-of-center parties. In addition to De Telegraaf, the algorithm also relates 
all of the parties in this latter cluster to alternative Dutch news organization: Omroep PowNed, a 
public radio and TV broadcast renowned for its satirical news show, PowNews, which often 
ridicules politicians with provocative questions. In what follows we will categorize Omroep 
PowNed, along with GeenStijl a blog popular for its similarly abrasive style, as members of the 
established anti-establishment alternative news organizations. 

                                                
49 One should note here that social media use machine-learning for “predictive models of consumers” 
(Kitchen/Dodge) in which “success” is a measure of how correctly the algorithm predicts what a user will engage 
with. A well-known critique here is the notion of the “filter bubble” (Pariser 2011), which argues that algorithmic 
categorization can have the effect of narrowing the range of alternate viewpoints that one is exposed to. 
50 Note that we removed most US channels from Dutch media network visualization below. 
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Figure 2. TheLvkrijger post: Translated in English to: “He who is silent agrees! Don’t shut up anymore! This is 
your country! Claim it”. 
 
That the algorithm also relates the parties to a smattering of large Dutch commercial and public 
media channels (WNL, RTL Nieuws, NPO Radio 1, Veronica Inside), is unsurprising as these 
would be an expected part of an average Dutch media diet. What is likely surprising to those 
unfamiliar with the Dutch political space in YouTube is the network of alternative or “alt” 
channels that YouTube relates to the parties, notably the aforementioned “TheLvkrijger”, but 
also “ARNews”, “Luekste YouTube fragmenten”, “Lissauer” and “Rafiek de Bruin.” With the 
possible exception of ARNews, all of these channels could be categorized as “openly ideological 
web operations”. As we will see, these Dutch political debate channels are “natively digital 
objects… ‘born’ in the new medium” (Rogers, 2013: 19), as opposed, for example to Omroep 
PowNed. While some of these channels, like TheLvkrijger, are transparently partisan, national 
populist sentiments seem common in this space, as for example captured in a post by 
TheLvkrijger encouraging viewers to vote in the upcoming elections, which featured the slogan 
“He who is silent agrees! This is your country! Claim it”. 
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Figure 3. Related channels on YouTube. Panoramic graph of larger Dutch YouTube media sphere. This graph 
was reproduced twice two months apart with identical outcomes on 29 March 2019 and again on 22 May 2019. 
 
The Dutch YouTube media sphere 
In an effort to create a panoramic graph of the larger Dutch YouTube media sphere that would 
also remain connected to the Dutch political sphere on the platform we used YouTube’s related 
channels algorithm to “snowball” out from the seed list of the 13 parties to 3 degrees of 
relations. We subsequently visualised the related channel network with network analysis 
software, where nodes represent channels and edges represent relations according to YouTube’s 
algorithm. The relative size of the text represents a measure of their relative importance within 
the network. Finally, relative similarity between channels determines their colouration, clusters 
which we have then labelled as government, military, commercial, vlog, public, sport and finally our 
specific object of study. The largest nodes in the graph are all “establishment” media organizations 
with NOS Jeugdjournaal, RTL Nieuws and De Telegraaf at the center. Slightly outside of the 
center another large node is the established, anti-establishment channel Omroep PowNed, 
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known once again for its “edgy” confrontational style of reportage. If one continues along this 
same line one encounters the cluster labelled alternative media ecology  at the center of which the 
most connected node is FvD but which also includes a few government channels (for example 
Eerste Kamer) as well as a number of the aforementioned “alt” political debate channels which 
we encountered earlier (for example “Leukste YouTube Fragmenten”). In the next steps of the 
analysis we will delve more deeply into these “alt” debate channels channels by performing some 
qualitative analyses of their content. 
 
In both the panoramic map as well as in the prior analysis (based on only a single degree of 
relations to the seed list), we find the presence of a number of “natively digital” political debate 
channels, such as Leukste YouTube Fragmenten and TheLvkrijger. In considering these 
channels as a type of mini-genre, we can thus compare their style and how they “do” Dutch 
politics. At the outset it should be noted that, by certain measures, some of these channels 
appear quite marginal. TheLvkrijger, for example, which YouTube related to half the parties, 
only has 6.5 thousand subscribers. CNN, which YouTube also related to half the parties, has 6.5 
million subscribers. The Dutch political space on YouTube is not that large, however, and in any 
case, despite differing by orders of magnitude, YouTube related channels algorithm places CNN 
and TheLvkrijger on the same footing. One degree of relations gives us a collection of “alt” 
political debate channels including 'TheLvkrijger’, ‘Leukste YouTube Fragmenten’, ‘Rafiek de 
Bruin’, ‘LISSAUER.COM’, ‘Res Cogitans’, ’Omroep PowNed’, ‘ARNews’, to which we can add 
a few more by exploring their relations including ‘GeenStijl’, ‘AllePolitiek’ and 
‘Deweycheatumnhowe’. In analyzing their style we can observe that ‘TheLvkrijger’, ‘Leukste 
YouTube Fragmenten’ , ‘Rafiek de Bruin’, ‘AllePolitiek’ and ‘Deweycheatumnhowe’ are all of a 
sort, in that all post debate clips or interviews. Furthermore, sites as ‘ARnews’ and ‘LISSAUER’ 
use “meme” graphics — a style also employed, and in fact pioneered to an extent, by PowNed 
and GeenStijl. Somewhat like Omroep PowNed in style, GeenStijl is famed for its provocative anti-
PC tone. Settled in the Dutch media landscape (and with PowNed receiving structural funds 
from the government), they can thus fairly be labelled as “established anti-establishment”. Using 
clickbait tactics to attract attention, with the notable exception of AllePolitiek, the aim of these 
channels seems to be to amplify dissensus in the Dutch political space. Whilst this of course 
stands in marked contrast to the country’s long history of consensus politics, where one 
normatively stands on this depends on one’s democratic political theory. Furthermore, whilst 
several channels are transparently partisan, what it remarkable is that the majority of the most 
viewed videos in most of the channels focus on figures from the FvD and PVV. 
 
To provide a synoptic view of the natively digital debate channels’ issues one can look at the 
most commonly used words in the titles of all of the channels in the form of “word clouds” with 
words colour-coded and sized by frequency. Those appearing in black are issues such as 
referendum, climate agreement, dividend tax and Brexit, whist those in colour are the names of 
parties and their spokespeople. At first glance, what one notices is that ARNews and AllePoeliek 
appear primarily issue driven, whilst the other channels seem more engaged with Dutch political 
personalities. One can also observe the relative similarity between ResCogitans and Leukste 
YouTube Fragmenten, as channels that both appear partisan towards FvD — on closer 
inspection this is indeed the case (and in fact they even appear to be run by the same person). 
Similarly, TheLvkrijger appears to be partisan towards the PVV, which is also the case on closer 
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inspection. As with the thumbnails, discussed above, the names of the figures from both these 
parties commonly appear in all these channels video titles. Further scrutiny reveals all of these 
channels to be at least somewhat sensationalistic, with ARnews, often using terms like heated 
debate (“verhit debat”) in order to describe content. The more partisan of the channels follow an 
antagonistic logic when commenting on parliamentary debates, identifying the winner or loser of 
a given debate, at times resembling a debate genre familiar on YouTube, for example in videos 
featuring Jordan Peterson, often labelled in the style: Jordan Peterson DESTROYS so and so. 

Figure 4. Thumbnail diagram of the ‘fringe channels’’ top ten most popular videos. 
 
Alongside the related channels findings, the fact that official Dutch parliament channels, along 
with Forum voor Democratie (but not the other Dutch political parties), seemed to clustered 
alongside these “alt” debate channels seems peculiar. Given the aforementioned capriciousness 
of platforms, might these findings be attributable to an excited algorithm in the aftermath of FvD’s 
surprising success in the senate elections? If so, then one would expect for these findings to 
differ when reproduced at another point in time, either revealing an underlying stable state of 
network composition or else another excited state. With this question in mind we reproduced 
these first two methods, that were initially explore at the time of the senate election, at the time 
of the EU election. Remarkably, we found no substantial difference in either the channels that 
YouTube considered as related to the parties (see Appendix 1). Moreover, the panoramic graph 
remained identical,51 suggesting that it may thus reflect an underlying stable state of how the 
algorithm currently categorizes the larger Dutch YouTube media sphere in YouTube (see Figure 
3). Because the EU elections did involve several other parties, we did however identify the 
presence of two new clusters in the panoramic graph: one of which, associated with the new 
pan-European Volt party, floats on its own completely disconnected from the overall network; 
and another, associated with Dutch Pirate Party, which is connected to the larger network via a 

                                                
51 YouTube disabled the related video feature shortly after we completed this analysis (YouTube, 2019). 
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channel ‘talking-head chat show’ called ‘Cafe Weltschmertz’. In close proximity to the alternative 
media ecosystem discussed above, Cafe Weltschmertz seems to frame its political debates in a 
tendentious style similar to some of the channels profiled above — referring to its approach, for 
example, as “politically incorrect”. In this same cluster we also however find leftist investigative 
journalism channels including ‘Follow the Money’ and De Correspondent as well as the expected 
channels focused on the issue of privacy, ‘Bits of Freedom’, ‘Privacy First’ and finally a debate 
channel called ‘Potkaars Podcast’ featuring a video on its front page, entitled “Potkaars prat met 
iedereen”. In light of our subsequent discussion of fake news as a topic of debate, the video’s 
description is worth quoting at length: “If you want real news, you have to cut through the 
smoke -smokes & mirrors- to get to information and demand a controllable government. Putting 
information away as ‘fake news’ is easy. But what do you replace it with?” 

 
Figure 5. Screenshot from the “About” page on Cafe Weltschmertz’s YouTube channel which includes a sarcastic 
“trigger warning” for viewers whom might be angered by its frank approach to political debate, as well as crypto-
normative espousal of “democratic hygiene processes”.52 
 
 
On fake news as issue 
The final analysis concerns how it is that channels in the Dutch political space “do” the one issue 
in particular: fake news. We begin with a video from TheLvkrijger of PVV representative Martin 
Bosma confronting the government minister of Internal Affairs, Kajsa Ollongren in a Tweede 
Kamer debate on the fake news that became central to her portfolio. In the video Bosma accuses 
Ollongren of “playing a strange game” with “what is truthful and what is not”.  

 
Bosma points to a fundamental lack of consensus of what’s at issue in the fake news controversy 

                                                
52 Without offering any analysis of this particular unique term, for reasons of brevity and focus, it is nevertheless 
worth noting here that one of the signature accomplishments of some of the American alternative partisan news 
system, especially those on the far-right, has been to introduce new terminology in the hopes of normalizing certain 
formerly radical conceptual frames (Hatewatch Staff, 2015; Benkler et al., 2018: 128-132). In political punditry this 
technique is sometimes called “opening the Overton window” (Marwick and Lewis, 2017: 11) 
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more generally as well as alleging that Ollongren has seemingly tended to change her own 
definition of what constitutes fake news in order to suit her political purposes. When examining 
the comment section below this video we see commenters echoing Bosma’s sentiments and 
questioning Ollongren’s integrity, expressing the need for a concrete definition of fake news (45 
likes). Commenters furthermore speak of Dutch public broadcasting as fake new that does 
‘nothing but mislead citizens’ (78 likes).53 This latter use of the concept of fake news echoes 
Trump’s use of the term as means of attacking the establishment media. 
 
Another video of interest, also published by TheLvkrijger, features a PVV-organized populist-
type debate with pundits on the topic of fake news (‘nepniews’) and the European Union. Similar 
to the aforementioned Trumpian framing of fake news, the debate discusses the supposedly left-
wing bias in the establishment media, as represented in one participant’s statement that “media 
serve the ideology of the establishment”. Again we see positive reception on the comment 
section where a commenter writes about the Dutch public broadcaster “NOS = FAKE NEWS”, 
and advocates viewers to seek their news form alternative sources on YT.54 
 
In another video on the topic, this time published by GeenStijl, a reporter asks politicians leaving 
the Tweede Kamer about the issue of ‘fake news’. This time the reporter’s questioning revolves 
around proposed European legislation, rather than Ollongren’s engagement with the issue. As 
per the channel’s provocative style, the video does not hide its partisan stance on the issue, titling 
the video: “Brussels is censoring free speech”. Again representative Bosma appears, this time 
with an attack on liberal political correctness emanating from the liberal technocrats in Brussels, 
stating “everything that is not politically correct will be tackled”.55 By contrast other politicians 
interviewed by the journalist see the necessity of government action in response to the ‘crisis’ of 
fake news. In the comments section multiple commenters again reiterate the theme of the Dutch 
Government itself being “fake news”. 
 
A video published on Leukste YouTube Fragmenten features a Tweede Kamer debate fragment, 
once again on the concept of freedom of speech, this time by FvD leader Thierry Baudet. In this 
clip Baudet makes a sophisticated conceptual point on the alethiological (the study of truth). 
Using logic, Baudet tries to refute Ollongren’s concept of fake news as fallacious. He argues that 
if for an atheist god is not true, then that would not make preaching a form of disinformation. 
Based on this argument he then claims that Ollongren would “accuse the teachings of 
Catholicism of being untrue” and thus “a form of disinformation”. After his sophistry, Baudet 
then goes on to make the point that state actors should not be allowed to decide what is true and 
what is not true. “You cannot trust the state”, he says, what “we need”, he argues is “free press”. 
In the comments section commenters state that all politicians, besides Baudet, define fake news 

                                                
53 The number of likes on a comment can be treated here as a measure of agreement with these sentiments 
expressed therein. 
54 This theme of framing of “NOS is fake news” and “NOS is left-wing propaganda” came up in multiple 
comments of multiple videos. 
55 Political correctness is a very popular straw man amongst “dark intellectual web” figures like Jordan Peterson on 
the right (Weiss 2018), but also left-wing figures such as Slavoj Zizek.   
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subjectively in particular falling back on the Russian “evil actor” narrative, which a commenter 
characterized as “Orwellian”. 

Figure 6. Word Clouds of the titles of all the videos from the political commentary channels. 
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Figure 7. Screenshot of a comment under the video of ‘Leukste YT Fragmenten’, referring to a ‘hopeless debate’ 
and the lack of consensus on the definition of ‘nepnieuws’. 
 
Although our analysis in the report did not include any left-of-center Dutch political 
commentators, this is not to say that they do not exist on YouTube, merely that the methods we 
used did not bring them to the fore. Indeed, alongside the “alt” channels profiled above we can 
in fact find a video of Arjen Lubach’s Zondag met Lubach, the VPRO broadcast in which the 
commentator, as with the one on the Green Style video, critiques the Russian “evil actor” 
narrative. In Lubach’s opinion the real threat is in fact an alt-right conspiracy theory, in the style 
of Pizzagate, which Russian actors merely amplify. 
 
Conclusions: Left-leaning bias?  
Academics are often accused by conservatives of having a left-leaning bias; indeed, apparently 
evidence reflects these allegations (Abrams, 2016). This narrative of “liberal bias” has been one 
of the central themes of the American new right, extending from contemporary “neo-
reactionaries” (Malice 2019), to 1990’s “culture warriors” (Nagle 2017), and back to the 1960’s 
“messengers of the right”, who pioneered new media formats in order to disseminate their 
message (Hemmer 2016). And whilst accusations of such perceived liberal bias may be offered 
against this report, the fact remains that we came by the data underlying our findings by merely 
following the platform and the way that it categorized the Dutch political parties. In doing so we 
identified a series of “alternative” debate channels many of which appeared hyperpartisan — 
following Hermann’s initial definition of the concept as “openly ideological web operations”. If 
we were to locate the political bias of these “alternative” political debate channels in relation to 
“establishment” media organizations in the Netherlands, then many would seem to be roughly 
aligned with the conservative and populist tone of De Telgraaf. Closer still to the antagonistic 
debate style that we observed in many of these channels is the transgressive style of reportage 
pioneered by the “established anti-establishment” of GeenStijl and Omroep PowNed.  
 
The Netherlands is also well known for having innovated new new media formats, notably reality 
TV. Additionally, one might also say that the Netherlands has been innovative in developing new 
positions and issues on the right — notably the issue of homo-nationalism (Aydemir 2011). 
What we may however also be seeing in this research is the possible emergence of US-style right-
wing punditry in the Dutch sphere. While it still seems marginal in the current “alternative” 
debate space on YouTube space, exemplary here is the channel of ‘Paul Nielsen’ (24,531 
subscriptions), an English language Dutch “alt-lite” channel which features such titles as: “NOS 
is the Dutch CNN | Biased News in Holland” and “How Marxists took over the Netherlands”. 
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The site claims to be endorsed by Prof. Dr. Paul Cliteur, defendant at Wilders trial and PhD 
supervisor to Thierry Baudet. This channel may be a bridging node to the figures in what has 
been called YouTube’s “dark intellectual web”  (Weiss 2018) or its “alternative influence 
network” (Lewis 2018), such as for example Stephan Molyneux who features a video with the 
title: “The Truth About Immigration and Crime in the NL”. At the same time, in scrutinizing a 
network one should be careful of the guilt by association fallacy. The point is rather to 
acknowledge the proximity to an active and controversial area of debate within the platform.  
 
While the possible intervention of “Russian trolls” as a factor in 2016 US elections has been 
convincingly made (Jamieson 2018), the Dutch case is different. In addition to the absence of an 
Anglo-American “first past post” electoral system there is a very different media ecosystem in 
the Netherlands, which, for example still has a much higher trust in the general “establishment” 
than in the US (Edelman 2018). Furthermore, as opposed to the “neutrality” axiom that has 
characterize 20th-century US news media, Dutch news media have always been partisan. This 
having been said what we see in YouTube suggests the emergence of a hyperpartisan Dutch new 
media political space. Currently this is mostly dominated by one party, but other parties may take 
this as a challenge. Insofar as YouTube represents a media source in the Netherlands, especially 
for youth, the Dutch YouTube “alt” political debate space may represent a re-politicization of 
youth, which runs counter to neoliberalism’s historical project of pre-emptive depoliticization 
(Foucault 2008). If political pluralism advocates peaceful coexistence of different interests the 
combative and anti-politically correct tone of much of political debate on YouTube may militate 
against this. Can the long tradition of consensus in Dutch culture be brought to bear on this new 
debate culture or is the Netherlands on the path to Americanized Trump-style polarization? In 
terms of final takeaways, we can say that an inquiry into fake news, which defines the latter as the 
deliberate manipulations of facts, must also consider the inherently problematic aspects of this 
very conception as well. For this reason, regulating disinformation can be portrayed as Orwellian 
“thought control” which in turn resonates with populists’ anti-establishment, conspiratorial 
frameworks. 
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Appendix 1 
Related channels on YouTube, 22 May 2019. Table where the top row displays the name of each 
Dutch political party who ran candidates in the EU election. As with figure 1, the columns below 
each of these are the media organizations associated with each party’s YouTube channel. The 
related channels for the parties are identical to figure 1 apart from a few minor differences and 
the fact that D66 now no longer returns any related channels, as with PvdA. Note also that of 
the two EU parties that return channels are categorized quite differently than the other national 
Dutch political parties.  
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Conclusions: Mainstream under fire 
 
Richard Rogers and Sabine Niederer 
 
Separating disinformation and fake news and developing other notions further   
Disinformation and fake news are contemporary phenomena with rich histories. Disinformation, 
or the willful introduction of false information for the purposes of causing harm, recalls 
infamous foreign interference operations in national media systems, such as the Russian 
campaign ‘Operation Infektion’ that in the early 1980s effectively publicly linked the HIV virus 
with a supposed, secret US bioweapons lab. Outcries over fake news, or dubious stories that 
have the trappings of news, have occurred repeatedly with the introduction of new media 
technologies that disrupt the publication, distribution and consumption of news – from the so-
called rumour-mongering broadsheets centuries ago to the blogosphere more recently. Social 
media are only the most recent ‘truthless’ media. Designating a news organization as fake, or 
calling it der Lügenpresse, however, has a darker history, associated with authoritarian regimes or 
populist bombast diminishing the reputation of ‘elite media’ and the value of inconvenient truths 
more generally.  
 
These days social media platforms have been implicated in both the practice of disinformation as 
well as the rise of these two varieties of fake news. As discussed in the theoretical and empirical 
scholarship to date, social media have enabled the penetration of foreign disinformation 
operations, the widespread publication and spread of dubious content as well as extreme 
commentators with considerable followings attacking mainstream media as fake.   
 
Worldwide, disinformation and fake news are increasingly under study together, but the 
argument could be made to separate them. Indeed, in the Netherlands evidence of foreign 
disinformation campaigning is scant; cases of domestic actors employing the ‘Russian playbook’ 
of disinformation tactics are also seldom documented. Unlike in the case of the US, to which 
much of the scholarship is dedicated, in the Netherlands one has not witnessed the rise of 
imposter news organisations or the formation of advocacy groups purporting to represent social 
groups or causes. Indeed, when employing narrow definitions of disinformation and fake news, 
there is hardly any to be found in the Netherlands. 
 
But definitions of fake and its next-of-kin ‘junk’ news often extend to clickbait, conspiracy, 
hyperpartisan and tendentious sources as well as artificially amplified social media content and 
accounts. As a case in point, when Buzzfeed News famously reported in 2016 that ‘fake news’ was 
outperforming mainstream news on Facebook, included in its definition were clickbait and 
hyperpartisan sources, such as Breitbart News. Expanding the definition in such a manner would 
have consequences in that the Netherlands has all of them in relative abundance.  
 
Initial studies have found that the Dutch are great consumers of clickbait and ‘pulp’ content; 
there is a well engaged-with set of tendentious and highly partisan news-like organisations 
especially on the right of the political spectrum, and the artificial amplification of social media 
accounts, including those of certain politicians and musicians, has been well documented. Their 
sway varies. Clickbait is said to be consumed more often than mainstream news, though there is 
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also more of it. Conspiracy is perhaps the least clicked on, at least according to our findings per 
platform, discussed below. In political spaces online, news furnished by commercial and public 
broadcasting are still referenced, liked or shared in greater quantities than tendentious and 
hyperpartisan sources, though the latter has been present in the most engaged-with lists of 
sources around election issues. Artificial amplification both burnishes one’s image but also has 
led to mini-scandals when fake followers are revealed through new online detection tools and 
news reporting.  
 
Whether any of them is particularly persuasive is a question increasingly posed. The first wave of 
scholarship on the production and spread of disinformation has yielded to the next wave on its 
effects. Given people’s hardened attitudes the question concerns whether the influence of 
disinformation and fake news is ever more than ‘minimal’. 
 
In that regard, the rise of extreme content (including extreme clickbait), circulated on social 
media platforms, is one source of continuing consternation and measurement, leading to calls for 
platform regulation and prompting social media companies to hire more content reviewers and 
work on automated detection. Another source of concern is the mainstreaming of doubt and 
trust in public institutions and media, concomitant with the rise of both ‘alternative facts’ and 
‘alternative fact infrastructures’. The post-truth condition, as it is termed, is discussed as both 
first-order ‘fact fights’ as well as second-order competitions between ‘sectarian knowledge’ 
regimes and competing media ecologies. Is the authority of mainstream news and knowledge 
institutions declining for increasing segments of society that consume the alternatives? One 
finding often related is that older consumers are ‘available audiences’ for fringe media and are 
relatively ‘heavy users’. 
 
The consuming and sharing of fake news have been the subject of media literacy initiatives, 
including quizzes, serious games and public service campaigns. Through heightened awareness, 
especially around the time of elections, the impact on consumers of any disinformation and 
dubious content may be mitigated and the institutions made resilient, it has been argued. 
Voluntary and professional fact-checking are also discussed in this regard, as are (automated) 
content flagging, together with the need for human review. The question regularly posed is 
whether the sheer amount of platform junk will overwhelm the capacity to review it, together 
with the related issue of who will review the reviewers. 
 
Finally, there is widespread scholarly concern about the restrictions to public access of social 
media data, otherwise known as the issue of ‘locked platforms’. Future research should address 
the extent to which disinformation and fake news (in all its definitions) continue to thrive online, 
and whether there are monitoring capacities in place so that its overall consumption and 
persuasive capacity may be measured and the wider societal implications may be studied and 
acted upon. 
 
Empirical findings concerning junk news around the Dutch elections of 2019  
The present study consists of a series of empirical case studies concerning the engagement with 
fake/junk news, together with hyperpartisan and tendentious sources, in Dutch political spaces 
in social media in the run up to two elections in 2019. These spaces were demarcated using 
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queries of politicians’ and political party names as well as social issues, some related to the 
elections (such as climate and EU) and others more controversial (such as Zwarte Piet). Here the 
findings are summarised, and subsequently put into perspective in a discussion of their 
implications, also for policy. 
  
The overall research question driving the study is as follows. To what extent do disinformation 
and so-called fake or junk news resonate in political spaces online within social media (and 
search engine returns) around the 2019 provincial elections and the European parliamentary 
elections in the Netherlands? 
 
Here the findings are provided in brief. 
 
1) We found neither foreign disinformation (campaigning) nor fake advocacy groups operating 
around the Dutch provincial and European parliamentary elections of 2019. 
 
2) Mainstream news is consumed and engaged-with more than junk news, but not for all 
platform in all periods under study (8 February - 25 March 2019, 26 April - 24 May 2019 or 
longer durations). The issue spaces around Zwarte Piet and MH17 have proportionately higher 
quantities of junks news than election issues and are also ‘year-round’ issues, so to speak.   
 
3) With respect to social media manipulation, troll-like users are active across Dutch political 
issues spaces (on Twitter). We also suspect there is artificial amplification taking place (fake 
followers on Instagram).  
 
4) There is the emergence of a hyperpartisan/tendentious right-wing (separate) media space, 
competing with the mainstream news and also mainstreaming, in the sense that these sources are 
spread by regular (non-suspect) social media users as well as troll-like users. 
 
5) Proportionately, Facebook has the greatest amount of fake/junk news compared to other 
platforms, followed by Twitter. YouTube is a significant right-wing news space generally, and 
debate space for ‘fake news’ as issue. 
 
6) Dutch 4chan and Reddit circulate far more Dutch mainstream than junk news, with 4chan 
users likely commenting upon rather than taking over its narratives. 4chan is an incubator of far-
right activity in the Netherlands as seen through the types of YouTube videos referenced. 
 

Facebook: Fertile ground for junk news 
The method behind the research presented here derives from data journalism, particularly that of 
Buzzfeed News, and later the NRC Handelsblad, which both ascertained the most engaged-with 
stories on Facebook in the run-up to national elections. Whereas Buzzfeed News found that 
‘fake news’ on Facebook outperformed mainstream news in the months preceding the US 
federal elections of 2016, leading in part to the overall ‘fake news crisis’, the NRC Handelsblad, 
deploying a far stricter definition, found scant presence of such material prior to the 2017 Dutch 
national elections. Our study found that Facebook is a fertile ground not for disinformation and 
fake news in the Netherlands but rather for junk news, a roomier definition than fake news as 
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discussed above. Whilst it is not outperforming mainstream news, it is far from marginal, and in 
a few periods under study its presence in the top stories on Facebook (judged from engagement 
measures) equals or outperforms the mainstream. Engagement, measured by such interaction as 
shares and likes, requires further study, however, for it should not be equated in each case with 
support or agreement.  
 
While Facebook contains a significant stream of junk news, including hyperpartisan, tendentious 
and conspiracy sources, foreign disinformation and fake news – such as organisations pretending 
to be news sources or advocacy groups – were found to be absent, at least for the most engaged-
with stories related to the elections gathered through keyword queries of political leaders, parties 
and social issues (or in longer longitudinal studies of certain issue spaces on Twitter as well as in 
Dutch spaces on Reddit and 4chan). Disinformation and fake news may have not been 
encountered, but junk news is a factor in Dutch political spaces on social media and its impact 
should be critically studied.  
 

Google Web Search: vernacular search queries result in junk news 
The Google Web Search study involved locating fake/junk news within the top twenty results in 
Google.nl for queries of Dutch political parties and significant social issues prior to the Dutch 
provincial and European parliamentary elections of 2019. The queries were formulated by 
combining the names of the political parties with social issue keywords. The keywords derive 
both from the ‘official’ issue language collected from the party platforms as well as vernacular 
terms distilled from the comments on political party Facebook pages. Of the junk news found 
nearly all originate from hyperpartisan and tendentious sources rather than disinformation, 
conspiracy theory or clickbait. For particular groups of issue queries, up to 25% of the results 
were hyperpartisan. As on the other platforms under study, in the ‘top content’ no foreign 
disinformation, fake news organisations or fake advocacy groups were present during the 
election periods.  
 
The social issue keyword queries in combination with right-of-center political parties resulted in 
junk news sources in greater quantities than that of left-of-center party names. It was also found 
that the presence of junk news is not stable over time. Prior to the provincial elections the 
quantities rose, only to decline the day of the election and in its immediate aftermath, as 
witnessed by the issue of migration. The inverse was witnessed during the European 
parliamentary elections. When comparing the two types of search queries, the official and the 
vernacular, the latter results in a higher percentage of junk news in the results. 
 

Twitter: junk news and troll activity around polarising subject matters 
The Twitter study examined the presence of junk news, tendentious news as well as troll-like 
activity during the campaign periods around the Dutch provincial and European parliamentary 
elections of 2019. There was troll-like activity encountered around the provincial elections 
around political terms such as the tag for the elections themselves (‘PS2019’), certain party 
leaders as well as potentially polarising issues such as MH17, Zwarte Piet and the Utrecht tram 
shooting of March 2019. Troll-like activity refers to a series of behavioural indicators, including 
targeting politicians with unusually high bursts of tweets in short period of time or through a set 
of accounts created at about the same time. The analysis found fourteen troll-like Twitter users 
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were active around all issues studied and twenty-nine around most of them. Four of these 
profiles remained active (or became active again) around the European parliamentary elections. 
They all spread mainly hyperpartisan and tendentious sources, followed in quantity by conspiracy 
websites.  
 
In answering the question of the extent to which junk news is present in the Dutch political 
Twittersphere, we ascertained the most shared sources, finding a steady resonance of junk news, 
paling in comparison however to mainstream sources. One finding of note is that during the 
Provincial elections both Zwarte Piet and MH17 witnessed proportionately high amounts of 
activity, in spite of the fact that the Santa Klaus holiday (where Zwarte Piets make their 
appearance) does not take place until December and there was no particular MH17 news, for 
example concerning the investigations into the cause of the crash of the airliner. Troll-like users 
shared mostly hyperpartisan and tendentious sources, followed by conspiracy websites putting 
forward theories concerning MH17 and the Utrecht tram shooting. The pro-Russian site, 
novini.nl, which on a story level oscillates between hyperpartisan and conspiracy, also was 
circulated by troll-like users for all social issues under study, but only rarely in relation to political 
leaders. During the European Parliamentary elections junk news occasionally resonated more 
than mainstream news around such polarising issues as Zwarte Piet and MH17. It outperformed 
mainstream news largely owing to the lack of news coverage of these issues during the periods 
under study, when junk news remains steady.  
 
Based on the findings, it appears that the Dutch Twittersphere does not have a disinformation 
problem; no professional or large-scale disinformation or fake advocacy campaigns were 
encountered. Troll-like users, whether in the form of bots or semi-automated users auto-
retweeting and posting original content, do lend some symbolic power to divisive points of view 
around several social issues. Polarising issue activity, fuelled by reference to hyperpartisan and 
tendentious news, remain rather stable (albeit marginal) throughout both periods of study, 
suggesting that these issues do not resonate at expected times of the year only, but rather 
throughout. 
 

Instagram: a separate far-right media ecology and signs of artificial amplification 
The Instagram study inquired into the presence (and absence) of disinformation and fake/junk 
news in three ways: on a post-level, a source-level and that of followers. On a post-level, we 
examine the circulation of fake/junk news in political spaces, on a source-level we compare the 
audiences of fake/junk news and political leaders and parties, and finally we study the follower 
bases of the political entities, searching for signs of inauthentic behaviour. In all we found a 
relatively healthy Dutch political arena on Instagram with only small amounts of junk news and 
fake followers. The vast majority of liked content in Dutch political Instagram, demarcated 
through political keyword queries, is not junk news, though around certain right-wing political 
leaders and divisive issues small amounts of tendentious and hyperpartisan news appear. 
Mainstream news was more prominent than junk news in the posts related to political parties 
and leaders in both periods under study. The most active users of the platform in the Dutch 
political Instagram arena are seemingly authentic with little sign artificial manipulation.  
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Within this relatively healthy political space online the only suspicious activity encountered was 
on the far right of the political spectrum, where the circulation of junk news takes place and 
where those who follow the far-right parties and leaders also follow the junk news sources. Here 
there are also indications of artificial manipulation. Certain right-wing leaders (as well as the 
personal account of the Prime Minister) show signs of a significant fake follower base. The 
artificial activity found is in line with the 2015 fake follower incident when Twitter announced 
the deletion of fake followers that affected certain Dutch politicians (and celebrities) 
disproportionately. 
 

Reddit and 4chan: YouTube videos as news source contribute to polarisation 
Despite their characterisations as alternative spaces on the web, the ‘Dutch’ Reddit and 4chan, 
following from our findings, do not appear to spread alternative news sources, but rather refer 
more often (even overwhelmingly) to mainstream news sources. Apart from witnessing two 
examples of circulating the pro-Russian site, novini.nl, and the activity of one particularly suspect 
Reddit account, there does not appear to be any coordinated disinformation or fake news 
campaigning. There is certainly junk news to be found but compared to the overall spreading of 
sources the proportion is marginal. Particularly Reddit seems to be ‘resistant’ to disinformation. 
In 4chan the research did find different types of junk news, especially of the hyperpartisan 
variety, particularly in 4chan/pol/. 
 
The research found the presence of junk news, especially of the hyperpartisan variety, 
particularly in 4chan/pol/. These are largely links to tendentious and hyperpartisan sources such 
as The Post Online and De Dagelijkse Standaard, but also to the conspiracy site, NineForNews. A 
right-wing orientation was to be expected in 4chan/pol/, given its reputation as a hub of the 
extreme right, but it was perhaps less likely for Reddit, as the ‘Dutch’ Reddit that we took as a 
starting point contains a number of politically diverse subreddits. The articles that have gained 
the greatest salience concern migration and Islam rather than such geopolitical content as the 
Russian involvement in MH17. Whilst it may be problematic to label these sources as ‘fake’, they 
could be characterised as polarising. 
 
Nevertheless, the vast majority of the links to news sources are directed at mainstream outlets 
such as NOS.nl, both on 4chan/pol as well as Reddit. These findings are counter-intuitive in that 
the platforms are often described as alternative, as was said, and the anonymous and 
pseudonymous users point to marginal or alternative knowledge sources such as alternatives to 
Wikipedia. Our findings dispute such a characterisation, for mainstream sources enjoy some 
authority on these platforms, but we did not as of yet research how they are discussed, e.g., as 
the starting point for a discussion or ridicule. On Reddit it could be that the mainstream NOS.nl 
is considered a reliable source and on 4chan/pol/ “fake news”. 
 
Finally, it important not to regard mainstream and junk news as the only sources of news on the 
web. In both the Reddit and 4chan research but also in the YouTube study, we found that 
YouTube has emerged as a major news source. That can be said particularly for 4chan/pol/ but 
also for Reddit, where “News & Politics” videos are a significant source. On 4chan/pol/ they 
may be the most significant, quantitatively leaving other sources well behind. From a small 
explorative study of the YouTube channels posted on Reddit we found established sources 
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referenced such as PowNed, Zondag met Lubach and NOS, while on 4chan/pol/ alternative, 
foreign and political (hyperpartisan) sources are pointed to, such as Mike Cernovich and Russia 
Today. Should such linking and engagement continue, such polarising content could have a 
polarising effect in the Dutch political space. 
 
From findings to implications: Mainstream under fire 
There is a small, but growing literature concerning how fake news could be considered a moral 
panic (Morozov, 2017; Hirst, 2017). The term refers to recurring episodes in history when “right-
thinking people” (defined seminally by Stanley Cohen as “editors, bishops and politicians”) spot 
a condition that is supposedly prompting a decline in societal standards and values (1972). When 
fake news is viewed through that lens, the concern is about how traditional journalism as a pillar 
or ‘4th estate’ of democracy is being hollowed out by social media and replaced by low-quality 
clickbait as well as openly ideological commentary, both formatted in manners that drives their 
consumption not so unlike sugary junk food. The overall health of media as social fabric is said 
to be at stake, for citizens using social media as source for political information are 
disadvantaged in their capacity to form judgements about social issues and politics more broadly 
(Carlson, 2018). There is a second set of literature describing how the media coverage of fake or 
junk news, and especially its relationship to the growth of a right-wing media ecology, gives it 
‘oxygen’ (Phillips, 2018). More poignantly, it has been argued that journalistic coverage should 
turn its attention to the victims, rather than to the fascinating subcultural milieu online where the 
far right cultivates itself. There are also cases of politicians’ forwarding extremist and divisive 
content, which also gives it oxygen in the sense that it contributes to its spread and perhaps to its 
normalcy. Along all these lines, the recommendations concern identifying and acting upon 
threats to the mainstream, be they from social media platforms or from within the professions 
and practices of journalism, online content creation and political leadership.  
 
As we have found there are particular platforms and subject matters where the threats to the 
mainstream appear more acute. Whilst not a space where Dutch junk news sources are spread on 
a massive scale, the Dutch 4chan is an incubator of extremist sentiment, especially with respect 
to anti-semitism and anti-immigration. Other platforms are problematic for different reasons. 
Dutch political spaces in Facebook and Twitter, demarcated through politician, party and issue 
queries, have the largest quantities of junk news that is engaged with, though they are still smaller 
than mainstream news consumption overall in those same spaces. Among the junk news, 
hyperpartisan sources (rather than disinformation or conspiracy) are amongst the more popular, 
and for divisive subject matters such as climate change, MH17 and Zwarte Piet their stories 
occasionally outperform those in the mainstream press. On Twitter during the European 
parliamentary election campaign period, for example, a pro-Nexit story in the hyperpartisan 
newspaper, De Dagelijkse Standaard, about the Netherlands leaving the EU outperformed a 
counterpart article in the mainstream NRC Handelsblad. A more general polarised media ecology 
is also in evidence. On YouTube an alternative (right-wing) media sphere has formed, where 
extreme YouTubers, or micro-celebrities, hold sway. Instagram also has a right-wing media 
space, analytically detected through shared followers of right-wing politicians and hyperpartisan 
media organisations. These are largely ‘alt lite’, meaning anti-establishment and anti-political 
correctness, with content that also could be considered anti-Islam. There are no discernable left-
wing equivalents. Rather, these spaces compete with more mainstream ones. 
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In contrast to the situation in other countries during the European Parliamentary elections, in 
our study we did not find foreign disinformation but rather so-called junk news, especially 
around particular issues, such as Zwarte Piet, MH17, climate and the European Union (Peel, 
2019). We also found it around the topic of ‘fake news’, studied in this instance as a social issue. 
Although decent quantities of junk news were in evidence, mainstream news largely 
outperformed it. The largest quantities of junk news circulated not so much around political 
parties and leaders (with some exceptions), but around specific polarising issues. Junk news 
activity around these issues sometimes appeared during the election periods, but for other issues 
there was year-round activity, even for such seasonal issues as Zwarte Piet. Thus, the question is 
not only whether there is junk news around election time, but also more generally when it 
manifests itself, and with which intensity and duration. 
 
The following policy implications of our work are directed specifically at the phenomenon of 
junk news, rather than at foreign disinformation and fake news from organisations feigning to be 
news organisations or fake advocacy groups, of which we found none, at least in the top or most  
engaged-with content related to Dutch politics across the web and social media platforms. Our 
recommendations concern the recognition and monitoring of the polarisation of the media 
landscape, the devitalisation or disengagement with extreme content, a national conversation 
about issues that appear frequently in junk news (such as Zwarte Piet) rather than one about 
disinformation or fake news generally, training for professionals that produce online content, 
and enabling access to the (increasingly inaccessible) data on social media platforms for research 
and media monitoring.       
 
 

Policy themes in brief 
1) The monitoring of the polarisation of the media landscape, and the mainstreaming of 

polarising media with extreme content on social media platforms. 
 
Social media platforms rely on software, their users as well as content reviewers to detect 
extreme content. More and more of it is subsequently removed. But historically the attention 
paid by social media companies to extreme content has been uneven, and definitions unstable. It 
thereby remains desirable to institute independent monitoring. Such work could be taken up by 
academic researchers, non-governmental organisations, governmental agencies specialised in 
extremism and polarisation as well as media watchdogs. 

 
 

2) Media training for professional content makers – from journalists to digital media 
producers – concerning online source criticism as well as amplification or ‘oxygen-giving’ 
of extreme speech actors in society.  
 

The Netherlands has existing media literacy training programs, designed for example for senior 
citizens as well as primary and secondary school students. This recommendation is made 
specifically for professional content-makers such as journalists and editors. It could be made a 
part of existing or new media literacy programs dedicated to online source criticism and dealing 
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with polarising content (see also point three below). Such a training program is also of use to 
lecturers in higher education, policymakers and civil society. 
 

3) No oxygen-giving to extreme actors and their (online) content. 
 

In our study we found that tendentious news stories circulate well during the election campaign 
periods and beyond. The articles are shared and liked by troll-like users but also by regular news 
consumers, which we found for example on Twitter during the Provincial elections. In the same 
spaces we also found users sharing and liking discriminatory, anti-Semitic, misogynist and 
xenophobic content, albeit it to a lesser degree. 

 
It is important not to equate tendentious and extremist media, even when they appear to share 
standpoints without using the same words. Similarly, that tendentious media is on the rise and 
mainstreaming does not mean that similar weight should be given to extreme media, particularly 
right-wing extremist media. The recommendation is that no oxygen should be given to extreme 
media sources and their content, meaning no sharing, liking, reacting, commenting, retweeting or 
YouTube-debating. Any form of engagement with such content increases the attention and the 
metrics and contributes to its spread, ranking and normalisation. Such a recommendation goes 
for public broadcasting and commercial media organisations, but also for the tendentious media. 
Instead of journalists’ writing about far-right subcultures, attention could be spent on their 
victims (Philips, 2018). 

 
4) Recognition of polarising issues such as Zwarte Piet and the facilitation of national 

conversations.  
 

The research found that attention to polarising issues such as Zwarte Piet is year-round rather 
than seasonal. Such recognition of increasing polarisation in society should lead to discussions 
about how common ground may be found. The Netherlands has a tradition of collective 
discussion concerning major societal issues through such mechanisms as the Brede 
Maatschappelijke Debat (society-wide debate) and interactive policy making. There are other 
contemporary forms of citizen participation and discussion that could be instrumental in dealing 
with polarising issues and cultural contestation. Institutions experienced in organising societal 
discussion and debate should be called upon and supported to do so, and bottom-up initiatives 
should be facilitated.   

 
5) Advocacy for social media data access for researchers, journalists and watchdogs, and 

creation of research archives of deleted content. 
 
The current issue of ‘locked platforms’ concerns the extent to which social media companies are 
making their data inaccessible to researchers, journalists and non-governmental organisations. As 
an answer to governmental concern about ‘dark political posts’ (political ads directed only at a 
segment of users in their newsfeeds) and other political ads without clear provenance, Facebook 
has launched a political ad archive tool and API. But at the same time Facebook has removed in 
part or in whole access to services such as the Pages API and Graph Search, which had been in 
widespread use by researchers. Social media companies should take up the task of making 
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available the data that researchers, journalists and non-governmental organisations would like to 
use for the purposes of research, monitoring and archiving. Governmental agencies, in 
consultation with the users and use types mentioned above, have a facilitative as well as a 
regulatory role to play here. 
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